
Lesson 9: Using the Partial Quotients Method
Goals

Comprehend that the phrase “partial quotients” (in spoken and written language) refers to
decomposing a division problem.

Divide whole numbers that result in a whole-number quotient, and explain the reasoning
(using words and other representations).

Interpret different methods for computing the quotient of whole numbers, i.e., base-ten
diagrams and partial quotients, and evaluate (orally) their usefulness.

Learning Targets
I can use the partial quotients method to find a quotient of two whole numbers when the
quotient is a whole number.

Lesson Narrative
Prior to grade 6, students reasoned about division of whole numbers and decimals to the
hundredths in different ways. In this first lesson on division, they revisit two methods for finding
quotients of whole numbers without remainder: using base-ten diagrams and using partial
quotients. Reviewing these strategies reinforces students’ understanding of the underlying
principles of base-ten division—which are based on the structure of place value, the properties of
operations, and the relationship between multiplication and division—and paves the way
for understanding the long division algorithm. Here, partial quotients are presented as vertical
calculations, which also foreshadows long division.

In a previous unit, students revisited the two meanings of division—as finding the number of
equal-size groups and finding the size of each group. Division is likewise interpreted in both ways
here (MP2). When using base-ten diagrams or dividing by a small whole-number divisor, it is often
natural to think about finding the size of each group. When using partial quotients, it may be more
intuitive to think of division as finding the number of groups (e.g., can be viewed as “how
many 16s are in 432?”).

Alignments

Building On

5.NBT.B.6: Find whole-number quotients of whole numbers with up to four-digit dividends and
two-digit divisors, using strategies based on place value, the properties of operations, and/or
the relationship between multiplication and division. Illustrate and explain the calculation by
using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models.

Addressing

6.NS.B.2: Fluently divide multi-digit numbers using the standard algorithm.

•

•

•

•

•

•



Instructional Routines

MLR5: Co-Craft Questions

MLR7: Compare and Connect

Think Pair Share

Required Materials

Graph paper

Required Preparation

Students draw base-ten diagrams in this lesson. If drawing them is a challenge, consider giving
students access to:

Commercially produced base-ten blocks, if available.

Paper copies of squares and rectangles (to represent base-ten units), cut up from copies of the
blackline master of the second lesson in the unit.

Digital applet of base-ten representations https://ggbm.at/zqxRkhMh

Some students might find it helpful to use graph paper to help them align the digits as they divide
using the partial quotients method. Consider having graph paper accessible throughout the lesson.

Student Learning Goals

Let’s divide whole numbers.

9.1 Using Base-Ten Diagrams to Calculate Quotients
Warm Up: 5 minutes
Prior to grade 6, students have solved division problems using their understanding of place value
and the idea of creating equal-size groups. This warm-up relies on those concepts to prepare
students for more-abstract work in later lessons. The divisor and dividend are chosen so that the
hundreds in the dividend can be partitioned into equal groups but the tens cannot. The quotient,
however, is a whole number. The key ideas that would enable students to ultimately divide a
decimal by a decimal are present in this example:

A number can be decomposed to make the division convenient, e.g., 372 can be viewed as 300
+ 60 + 12.

Place value, expressed in the form of base-ten diagrams, plays a very important role in
division.

Building On

5.NBT.B.6
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Instructional Routines

Think Pair Share

Launch

Arrange students in groups of 2. Display Elena’s method for all to see and use as a reference. Give
students 1 minute of quiet think time and 2 minutes to discuss with a partner. Follow with a
whole-class discussion.

Anticipated Misconceptions

If students have difficulty making sense of Elena’s method, consider demonstrating her process
with actual base-ten blocks or paper cutouts.

Student Task Statement

Elena used base-ten diagrams to find . She started by representing 372.

She made 3 groups, each with 1 hundred. Then, she put the tens and ones in each of the 3
groups. Here is her diagram for .

Discuss with a partner:

•



Elena’s diagram for 372 has 7 tens. The one for has only 6 tens. Why?

Where did the extra ones (small squares) come from?

Student Response

Answers vary. Sample reasoning: Elena first put the 3 hundreds into 3 groups, placing 1 hundred in
each group. Then she put 6 of the 7 tens into 3 groups, giving 2 tens to each group. She traded the
remaining ten with 10 ones. Combining these 10 ones with the original 2 ones, she then has 12
ones. Elena put the 12 ones into 3 groups, putting 4 ones in each group. Each group then has
124, so .

Activity Synthesis

Highlight Elena’s process of separating base-ten units into equal groups. Discuss:

Which base-ten unit(s) did Elena unbundle or break up? (She unbundled a tens unit.)

Why? What did unbundling accomplish? (She had only 1 ten left and there are 3 equal groups.
Unbundling as smaller units made it possible to place the 1 ten in the 3 groups.)

Is there another way that Elena could have made 3 equal groups out of the base-ten units?
(She could have unbundled other larger units into smaller units—e.g., the 3 hundreds as 30
tens or all 7 tens as 70 ones—but it was not necessary.)

How might one find using Elena’s method? (By thinking of 378 as 3 hundreds, 6 tens,
and 18 ones and placing them into 3 equal groups.)

9.2 Using the Partial Quotients Method to Calculate
Quotients
15 minutes
Here, students continue to find quotients of whole numbers by thinking about equal-size groups
and place value. They learn that, in addition to using base-ten diagrams, they can also form
equal-size groups using only numbers and by thinking in terms of partial quotients. Just as they had
used diagrams to place base-ten units—first hundreds, then tens, and then ones—into equal
groups until all units are placed, they can distribute base-ten units of a number into equal groups
until all of the units are placed.

Building On

5.NBT.B.6

Instructional Routines

MLR5: Co-Craft Questions
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Launch

Keep students in groups of 2. Display the following diagram for all to see, and explain that it shows
Elena’s method of finding . Give students a minute to analyze the diagram, determine what
the quotient is, and be prepared to explain what the diagram shows.

Give partners 1 minute to discuss their understanding of the diagram. Afterwards, consider asking a
student to share with the class. Look for an explanation along the lines of the following:

First, use the 6 hundreds to make 3 equal groups of 200.

Then use 3 tens of the 5 tens to make 3 equal groups of 10.

Unbundle the remaining 2 tens into 20 ones, combine them with the 7 ones, and split the 27
ones into 3 equal groups of 9.

If time permits, invite other students to elaborate on the presented explanations or share
alternative analyses.

Keep Elena’s method from the previous task displayed for students to reference. Give students 7–8
minutes to think about and discuss Andre’s method in the first question and to complete the
activity.

Provide access to graph paper. Tell students that they may find the grid helpful for aligning the
digits when finding partial quotients.

•
•
•



Access for Students with Disabilities

Representation: Internalize Comprehension. Demonstrate and encourage students to use color
coding and annotations to highlight connections between representations in a problem. For
example, use color coding to highlight connections between the partial quotients in Andre’s
and Elena’s method for calculating .
Supports accessibility for: Visual-spatial processing

Access for English Language Learners

Writing, Conversing: MLR5 Co-Craft Questions. Display Andre’s division method without revealing
the questions that follow. Ask students to write down questions they have for Andre. Invite
students to compare their questions with a partner before sharing with the whole class.
Highlight questions that ask about what specific numbers mean or represent in the given work.
Finally, reveal the actual questions students are expected to work on. This will help students
produce language related to representations of division.
Design Principle(s): Cultivate conversation; Maximize meta-awareness

Anticipated Misconceptions

When using the partial quotients method, students might make subtraction or multiplication errors
because they did not line up the numbers appropriately. Prompt students to compare the structure
of Andre’s work with their own or to check if they have aligned like units in their vertical
calculations.

Student Task Statement

1. Andre calculated using a method that was different from Elena’s.



a. Andre subtracted 600 from 657. What does the 600 represent?

b. Andre wrote 10 above the 200, and then subtracted 30 from 57. How is the 30
related to the 10?

c. What do the numbers 200, 10, and 9 represent?

d. What is the meaning of the 0 at the bottom of Andre’s work?

2. How might Andre calculate ? Explain or show your reasoning.

Student Response

1. The 600 represents 3 groups of 2 hundreds.

The 30 represents 3 tens that were distributed equally into 3 groups (1 ten in each).

The 200, 10, and 9 represents the contents of each group: 2 hundreds, 1 ten, and 9 ones.

The 0 means that after subtracting 3 times 219 from 657, there is no remainder.

2. Andre could calculate like this.

◦
◦
◦
◦



Activity Synthesis

Make sure students understand how the steps in Elena’s method and Andre’s method correspond.
Discuss:

Elena’s diagram shows 3 groups of 2 hundreds. Where in Andre’s method do we see the same
value? (In the 600 subtracted from 657.)

Where in Elena’s work do we see the 30 that Andre subtracts from 57? (In the 3 groups of 1
ten.)

Do Andre and Elena both get the same answer? Why? (Yes, because they both distributed 657
into 3 equal groups.)

Tell students that Andre’s method is an example of the partial quotients method, in which we divide
a part of the dividend at a time, obtaining part of the quotient each time. In this case, the first
partial quotient is 200, next is 210 (from ), and last is the quotient 219 (from ).
We can still view a division expression such as as a question asking “How many are in each
group if I divide 657 into 3 equal groups?”

With the partial quotients method, we can take any amount we choose out of 657 and place it into
the 3 equal groups. It is often helpful to take out the amount in each place value and distribute it
into groups. The values placed in each group are partial quotients. Once we have distributed all of
657, we can add the partial quotients to find .

If time allows, discuss how to find the value of using the partial quotients method. Ask
students what value might be reasonable to take out first, second, etc. (e.g., taking out 100 or 120 is
a reasonable first move).

9.3 What’s the Quotient?
15 minutes

•

•

•



In this lesson, students choose how to perform division—by drawing diagrams or by using the
partial quotients method. As they work with larger dividends and divisors, students observe the
merits and potential drawbacks of each method. They see that base-ten diagrams are useful
because they are concrete and help to visualize the meaning of division, but drawing all the pieces
is cumbersome if the numbers are large. The partial quotients method relies on the same principles
but will work for any numbers without the need for elaborate drawings. Students use these
observations to decide on appropriate methods to use.

Earlier, when introducing Andre’s method and partial quotients, we had interpreted as
answering the question: “How much is in each group if 657 is divided into 3 equal groups?” For
example, when Andre took out 600, we interpreted it as: “600 is 3 groups of 200.” This
interpretation is helpful for making the connection to Elena’s base-ten diagrams, in which she
divided base-ten units into 3 groups.

Note, however, that we can also interpret the division expression as asking: “How many groups of 3
are in 657?” This interpretation can likewise be represented using diagrams, though it would be
highly impractical to draw 219 groups of 3. It is not impractical for students to think about partial
quotients this way, however. For instance, they could take out 600, ask “how many groups of 3 are
in 600?” and write down a partial quotient of 200 to represent 200 groups of 3 (instead of 3 groups
of 200).

Building On

5.NBT.B.6

Instructional Routines

MLR7: Compare and Connect

Launch

Remind students that Elena drew base-ten diagrams to represent equal groups, while Andre took
out smaller amounts from the dividend, found those quotients, and then combined the partial
quotients together. Tell students that in this activity they choose a method to perform division.
Encourage them to refer to Elena and Andre’s methods from the previous activities, or display Elena
and Andre’s methods for all to see.

Keep students in groups of 2. Give students 2–3 minutes to discuss the first question with a partner
and 8–10 minutes of quiet work time on the remaining questions. Provide access to graph paper.

Access for Students with Disabilities

Representation: Develop Language and Symbols. Use virtual or concrete manipulatives to connect
symbols to concrete objects or values. For example, provide access to physical or virtual
base-ten blocks as alternatives to drawing diagrams.
Supports accessibility for: Conceptual processing

•

•



Student Task Statement

1. Find the quotient of using one of the methods you have seen so far. Show
your reasoning.

2. Find each quotient and show your reasoning. Use the partial quotients method at least
once.

a.

b.

c.

Student Response

1. 148. Sample reasoning: First, I subtract 9 groups of 100, which leaves 432. Then, I subtract 9
groups of 40 and that leaves 72. I know that 72 is 9 groups of 8. So is ,
which equals 148.

2.



Activity Synthesis

Focus the discussion on showcasing the advantages and disadvantages of each method. Ask
students to indicate which division method they preferred for the first two problems. Then, ask
students who used base-ten diagrams to share the challenges of using this method to
divide. Possible responses include:

When the divisor is large, it takes a long time to draw all of the equal groups.

When the dividend or divisor is large, it is difficult to tell how much I have used up or placed in
groups and how much remains.

When the dividend or divisor is large, it is difficult to check my work, i.e., to see that all of the
equal groups add up to the value of the dividend.

Ask students who used the partial quotients to name the challenges of using this method for
division? Possible responses include:

I was not sure how to decide what amount to take out at each step.

Sometimes I could not find familiar numbers to take out.

I took out too little at a time, so it ended up taking a long time.

I thought I had placed everything into equal groups but I ended up with a leftover.

Show that many of the challenges of using base-ten diagrams are eliminated by using the partial
quotients method and explain that in future lessons the partial quotients method will be refined to
help deal with its challenges.

Access for English Language Learners

Writing, Speaking, Listening: MLR7 Compare and Connect. As students discuss the first question
with a partner, ask them to identify what is similar and what is different about the approaches
used. Provide sentence frames to help students organize their thinking as they share their
answer. For example, “In using ____________, first, I _________, next, I ___________, then, I
____________, and finally, I _____________.” Follow with a whole-class discussion centered around
the advantages and disadvantages of each method. Consider charting the responses. Listen for
comments noting the effects of a large dividend or divisor, leftover amounts, or decisions
about what amount to take out. This will help students connect other students’ approaches to
division to their own approach and decide which method is more efficient to use and why.
Design Principle(s): Optimize output (for comparison); Maximize meta-awareness

Lesson Synthesis
Recall that one way to think of division is as a process of splitting a value into equal-size groups
and finding the size of one group. We can represent the groups and contents of each group using

•
•

•

•
•
•
•



base-ten diagrams. Let’s take as an example. We start by representing 456 with drawings
of 4 hundreds, 5 tens, and 6 ones.

How might we start dividing the pieces? (We can do it by place value. We draw 4 groups, put 1
hundred into each group, and then put 1 ten into each group.)

What happens if there’s a remainder, e.g., after putting 1 ten into each group, we still have 1
ten left? (We can unbundle the 1 ten into 10 ones.)

What does unbundling accomplish? (It allows us to have smaller units to divide. Here we
combine the 10 ones and 6 ones, and then divide 16 ones into 4 groups of 4.)

How do we find the value of the quotient? (The value of all the pieces in each group is the
quotient.)

We can also find quotients without drawing a diagram and by using the partial quotients method.

How is the partial quotient method similar to drawing base-ten diagrams? (We still pay
attention to place value and think in terms of equal-size groups.)

How is it different than drawing diagrams? (With partial quotients, we use only numbers, and
we don’t have to divide the entirety of each base-ten unit at once. We can decide the amount
to divide each round, e.g., we could first divide 200 into 4 groups, then another 200 into 4
groups, etc.)

What might be the advantages of using base-ten diagrams? (It is concrete. It helps us visualize
the number being divided.)

What are the advantages of using partial quotients to divide numbers? (There is no need to
draw all the pieces being divided or all the groups. There is flexibility in how we divide.)

Do you have a preferred method for finding decimal quotients? Explain your reasoning.

9.4 Dividing by 11
Cool Down: 5 minutes
Addressing

6.NS.B.2

Student Task Statement

Calculate using any method.

Student Response

385. Sample reasoning:

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•



Student Lesson Summary
We can find the quotient in different ways.

One way is to use a base-ten diagram to represent the hundreds, tens, and ones and to
create equal-sized groups.

We can think of the division by 3 as splitting up 345 into 3 equal groups.



Each group has 1 hundred, 1 ten, and 5 ones, so . Notice that in order to split
345 into 3 equal groups, one of the tens had to be unbundled or decomposed into 10 ones.

Another way to divide 345 by 3 is by using the partial quotients method, in which we keep
subtracting 3 groups of some amount from 345.

In the calculation on the left, first we subtract 3 groups of 100, then 3 groups of 10, and
then 3 groups of 5. Adding up the partial quotients ( ) gives us 115.

The calculation on the right shows a different amount per group subtracted each time (3
groups of 15, 3 groups of 50, and 3 more groups of 50), but the total amount in each of
the 3 groups is still 115. There are other ways of calculating using the partial
quotients method.

Both the base-ten diagrams and partial quotients methods are effective. If, however, the
dividend and divisor are large, as in , then the base-ten diagrams will be
time-consuming.

Lesson 9 Practice Problems
Problem 1

Statement
Here is one way to find using partial quotients. Show a different way of using partial
quotients to divide 2,105 by 5.

•

•



Solution
Responses vary. Sample response:

Problem 2
Statement
Andre and Jada both found using the partial quotients method, but they did the
calculations differently, as shown here.



a. How is Jada's work the same as Andre’s
work? How is it different?

b. Explain why they have the same answer.

Solution
a. Similarities: Andre and Jada both subtracted multiples of 3 several times. They both added the

numbers being multiplied by 3 to find the quotient, and both ended up with 219. Differences:
Jada subtracted multiples of 3 more times than Andre and the multiples of 3 that she
subtracted were different.

b. Andre and Jada have the same answer, since they both calculated by subtracting
multiples of 3 until there was no remainder and both gave the number of multiples of 3
subtracted as the answer.

Problem 3
Statement
Which might be a better way to evaluate : drawing base-ten diagrams or using the
partial quotients method? Explain your reasoning.

Solution
Answers vary. Sample response: The partial quotient method works better. Dividing 1,150 into 46
equal groups by drawing will take too long. With the partial quotient method, the groups don’t need
to be drawn.



Problem 4
Statement
Here is an incomplete calculation of .

Write the missing numbers (marked with “?”)
that would make the calculation complete.

Solution

Problem 5
Statement
Use the partial quotients method to find .

Solution
Responses vary. Sample response:



Problem 6
Statement
Which of the polygons has the greatest area?

A. A rectangle that is 3.25 inches wide and 6.1 inches long.

B. A square with side length of 4.6 inches.

C. A parallelogram with a base of 5.875 inches and a height of 3.5 inches.

D. A triangle with a base of 7.18 inches and a height of 5.4 inches.

Solution
B
(From Unit 5, Lesson 8.)

Problem 7
Statement
One micrometer is a millionth of a meter. A certain spider web is 4 micrometers thick. A fiber
in a shirt is 1 hundred-thousandth of a meter thick.

a. Which is wider, the spider web or the fiber? Explain your reasoning.

b. How many meters wider?

Solution
a. The fiber is wider. 1 hundred-thousandth is 10 millionths, and 10 millionths is more than 4

millionths (it’s 6 hundred thousandths more).

b. 6 hundred-thousandths

(From Unit 5, Lesson 4.)
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